
Building Molecules Using Gauss View

Part I: The Water Molecule and the Peroxide

Lets start by opening GaussView and a new document (File; New; Create
MolGroup) as shown in the picture below.

A window with a bluish-purple background should have appeared after doing this.
The window with the gray background is our tool bar (see the “tools and commands”
handout for more info. on this).

Now we are ready to build or first, simplest molecule, H20. This molecule can
most easily be constructed by selecting a tetrahedral oxygen atom and letting the program
add the Hydrogens for us.

• Click on the element fragment button. (A window with a periodic table should
open at this point).

• Select  O from the periodic table, and where it says “select oxygen fragment”
choose the tetrahedral structure. Then, click on the tool bar window. (A water
molecule should appear in the tools window)



• Now, click on the bluish window and see water materialize.

Now that we have our water molecule we can substitute atoms to make other compounds
with similar structures. For example, we can make H2O into F2O.

• Go once more to the element window, but this time choose F, and click on the
structure called “Atom”



• Now, click on top of the hydrogen atoms of the water molecule, and see how
GaussView replaces them. Now we have H2F as opposed to H2O.

This same principle can be used for making all sorts of other molecules. We simply pick
the right structure and then replace atoms. For example, lets make a nice diethyl
peroxide.

• Open the R-group menu and choose n-propyl, then click on the bluish screen.
(You might want to erase the water molecule from before. You can do this by
using the “delete atom” tool or just the “delete” tool.)



• Now click on one of the terminal carbons to add another n-propyl branch to our
molecule. (We will get hexane)

• Now we can erase (click on the erase atom tool and on the atoms to be erased) the
hydrogens on the two middle atoms and then convert them into Oxygens. The
result is a peroxide.

Furthermore, we can rotate this molecule around the O – O bond by using the “dihedral
angle” tool

• Choose the dihedral angle tool and click on the two O atoms and adjacent two C
atoms.



• In the new window that appeared, you can slide the bar to move the groups
around the O – O bond. Try putting them into cis configuration for a change.

• Beautiful!

Part II: The Hard Way

Now we should try to build a water molecule the hard way. “Why?” you might ask. It
turns out that sometimes we cannot make the geometry that we want by just substituting
atoms and we have to resort to something else.
In this part of the tutorial we will explore how to make and adjust bonds.

• Select  O from the periodic table, and where it says “select oxygen fragment”
choose the structure with the underscore “Atom”. Then, click on the tool bar
window. (We should get a red ball on the bluish screen)

The next step is to add the hydrogens, right?

• On the periodic table, choose H, and the Hydrogen fragment with the underscore
“Atom”.  Consecutively, deposit the H atoms next to the O atom on the bluish
screen.



Finally, lets add the sigma bonds.

• On the tool bar select the “modify bond” tool. Then, click on the oxygen and on
one of the hydrogens. (The atoms should turn cyan with the designations [1] and
[2], and a “bond type” window should appear, just as with the dihedral angle tool)

• Select the sigma bond. (If you want to, you can change the bond distance to
0.9584 Å, the actual H – O length of H2O)



• Repeat for the other hydrogen atom. (And, if you want to have the most realistic
water molecule, you can use the bond angle tool to set the H – O – H angle to
104.45°)

• 

Our water molecule is now completed. Hurray!!1 Lets make it twirl a bit now.

By clicking and dragging on the molecule window, the molecule will rotate.
Furthermore, clicking and dragging while holding Shift will translate the molecule, and
clicking and dragging while holding the command key (denoted by !), the screen will
zoom in and out on the molecule.

Part III: From water to Acetaldehyde

In this third part, we will get a chance to try some more making and breaking of
bonds by fooling around with our water molecule a little bit. In the process we will make
our molecule into an ethanol and then and acetaldehyde molecule.

• Click on the R-group button (a new window will appear) and select the ethyl
group.



• Now put the ethane somewhere next to the water molecule. (Just click on the
background of the molecule screen)

• For the final step, select the “Delete Atom” tool and delete a hydrogen from both
molecules. Then, make a C – O bond in the same way you made the H – O bonds.

We have created ethanol... Awesome!!!1 Now we can make it into ethanal.

• Delete the H that is left boded to the O, and another H from the alpha-carbon.



• Change the bond between the O and C for a pi bond. We do this by selecting both
atoms with the “Modify Bond” tool and changing the selection of the sigma bond
for a pi bond.

• [Note that if you wanted to destroy a bond you could click “none” on the bond
menu]

• The result is an ethanal (or acetaldehyde) molecule. We cannot use this one to
drown our sorrows like we could with ethanol, but we can use it to keep our
apples fresh. How cool is that, eh?

Hopefully you are now more comfortable building molecules in GaussView.


